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This is color’s own version of the 50s Red 
Scare, where prints over time were liable to 
turn pink [Fig 01]. Eastman Kodak’s cover-
up of its color film’s instability – an evasion 
that continued well into the 1970s – has, 
justifiably, been labeled a disgrace.3 But as 
we’ll see, Eastman Color had much more to 
offer than corrosion.

I want to argue that this stress on the ersatz 
impermanence of early Eastman Color has 
created an important distortion, leaving 
the impression that when Eastman Color 

Instead of a single monolithic concept of color, 
a healthy number of rival frameworks emerged 
to accommodate a significantly enlarged 
variety of color films.

This will not be a technical analysis – but I 
need to start with a technical note. When 
we think of Technicolor we use the term to 
describe a famous kind of color film requiring 
a unique camera that used not one but three 
strips of film negative. Technicolor, however, 
was not just a kind of camera. It was also a 
dye transfer printing process. And because 
the word Technicolor has been applied to 
both the camera and the printing process, 
we have had no end of confusion as to what 
constitutes a Technicolor movie. Long after 
it stopped providing three-strip cameras, 
Technicolor continued to offer its services as 
a lab to process and print a wide variety of 
color films made from negatives manufactured 
by its competitors and successors – notably 
Eastman, Ansco, Agfa, Ferraniacolor, Gaevert, 
and eventually Sovcolor and Fuji – film 
stocks that all used ordinary cameras. While 
Eastman and its competitors provided camera 
negatives, Technicolor after 1954 limited itself 
to the highly lucrative business of processing 
and making dye transfer prints. In that same 
year, Technicolor abandoned its distinctive 
photographic system based on its unique 
three-strip camera.4 But film companies, eager 
to capitalize on the prestige of the Technicolor 
name, did their best to blur the distinction 
between films shot with Technicolor cameras 
and those simply processed by Technicolor. 
They continued to advertise Technicolor prints 
as though they were Technicolor films.

Hitchcock’s Rear Window is a useful 
case in point. The credits read, “Color by 
Technicolor.” But in fact Rear Window was 
shot entirely on the new Eastman 5247 
negative with ordinary 35mm cameras.5 
And why did Hitchcock chose to shoot Rear 
Window in Eastman Color when he could 
just as easily have shot in “real” Technicolor, 
the way he had Rope and Under Capricorn five 
years earlier? The answer lies in the way that 
Eastman Color had improved on the more 
famous system in ways essential to Hitchcock’s 
requirements.
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Accounts of Hollywood color usually leave off with the ascension of 
3‑strip Technicolor in 1932 and its near‑monopoly over commercial feature 
color production that lasted for the next twenty years.1 The 1950s in these 
histories is mourned as the decade when Technicolor was abandoned in 
favor of Eastman Color, yet another example of Hollywood’s decline. In this 
fallen age of shoddy, the original Eastman Color process is remembered as 
Technicolor’s cheap, unstable successor, notorious for its instability which 
became the mark of cut‑rate quality.2 

Fig 01: Faded Prince Valiant.
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replaced Technicolor the use of color itself 
went into a qualitative decline. Far from 
providing the epilog for color, I will claim, 
the 1950s in fact became the decade when 
color movies suddenly matured. It was 
the decade in which the studios – and by 
extension, their directors, cinematographers, 
and art directors – gained control of the color 
process, enabling filmmakers to experiment 
as they seldom could during the Technicolor 
days. Directors debated how color was to 
be used in a decade that was becoming 
increasingly self-conscious about color. 
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seldom closer than 70 feet from the camera. 
No Technicolor camera could register that 
kind of depth.7 [Fig 05]

Soft focus, in fact, would prove fatal in the 
early 1950s. It put Technicolor on a collision 
course with another technical phenomenon of 
the decade – widescreen. There were, in fact, 
an assortment of widescreen processes – eight 
of them altogether. But they all shared the 
need for pinpoint sharpness. The anamorphic 
CinemaScope and double frame VistaVision 
lenses in particular had resolution and 
distortion problems of their own that left no 
tolerance for the soft focus limitation of the 
three-strip camera in the film negative.8 This 
becomes a lifesaver for historians, by the way. 
It can be taken as an article of faith: if the 
film has been shot in any wide screen format, 
it cannot have been shot in Technicolor, no 
matter what the screen credits imply. [Fig 06]

The popularity of widescreen made the 
demise of Technicolor inevitable. Other 
– more prosaic – forces made its fall one 
that few within the industry mourned. 
The system had always been awkward and 
expensive, by the end of the ‘40s adding an 
additional $100,000 to an average picture.9 
Further, the cameras were notoriously bulky, 
a particular hardship for location shooting. 
Martin Hart estimates that a fully equipped 
Technicolor camera, like the one that Huston 
took down the Congo with Bogart and 
Hepburn in African Queen or that Renoir 
used on the Ganges, weighed over 100 
pounds.10 Moreover, the insensitivity of the 
Technicolor film stock famously required lots 
of hot light, special makeup, and specially 
toned clothing and sets.11

But beyond that, Technicolor had developed 
a reputation for being difficult. Because the 
Technicolor apparatus was leased – never 
sold – filmmakers were obliged to use 
Technicolor’s camera, its labs, its custom-
made negative and print stock, and – most 
important for our purposes – the Technicolor 
support staff [called variously the Color 
Control Department and the Color Advisory 
Service]. That staff included the Technicolor 
color consultant who passed on every foot 
of film sent through the camera and whose 
job it was to make Technicolor look good – 
sometimes, it was argued, at the expense of 
the picture. Until 1948, Technicolor’s chief 
consultant was Natalie Kalmus, the ex-wife 
of Technicolor’s founder Herbert Kalmus, 
who quickly became Technicolor’s chief 
aesthetic enforcer.

Natalie Kalmus had retired from Technicolor 
and was out of the film business by the start 
of the 50s, but the principles she is credited 
with having created, and the staff she had 

As a feat of engineering, the Technicolor 
system was brilliant, but it had an important 
technical limitation, inherent in its design, 
that it could never overcome.

As the name implies, the system made use of 
three strips of film running simultaneously 
through a camera. [Fig 02; Fig 03] On the 
right a filmstrip takes a green record of an 
image – in fact, simply a black and white 
strip of film with a green filter in front of 
it. Meanwhile, to the left of the lens, are 
the other two strips of film, one behind the 
other. Thanks to a beam-splitting mirror, the 
light bounces onto the front filmstrip with a 
blue overcoat to create a blue record. And like 
the green image, this will be razor sharp. But 
then the light must work harder. It must pass 
through to the second strip of film behind the 
blue one to register on a red coated strip.

And there is the problem. The light is now 
dimmer, having passed through the first strip. 
So, to compensate, the rear filmstrip will be 
given a somewhat faster speed than the other 
two strips of film, and as a consequence will 
create a somewhat grainier image. Moreover, 
the rear image is one thickness [a millimeter 
or so] further away from the lens than are 
the front image and the green image on the 
side. So, while the green and blue negative 
records are crisp and sharp, the red negative 
record will be slightly out of focus. When the 
negative records are processed, the green and 
blue will print as razor sharp positive magenta 
and yellow dyes. The soft red, however, prints 
positive as a soft cyan. True, all the colors 
are pure [the great strength of Technicolor’s 
dye system] but the cyan blues and greens 
lack crispness. The spongy cyan is what helps 
define the Technicolor look and, as Scott 
MacQueen has pointed out, gives Technicolor 
its warmth. In particular the soft colors give 
flesh tones their distinctive waxy, creamy look 
which professional cinematographers can 
easily enhance.6 [Fig 04]

But that softness is murder on a film like 
Rear Window which needs all the help it 
can get in maintaining great depths of field, 
as the camera has to shoot from Jimmy 
Stewart’s apartment to a bank of apartments 
across a courtyard at a distance ranging from 
40 to 80 feet away. The plot calls for the 
camera to catch small details of pantomime 
from actors [notably Raymond Burr] who are 

Fig 02: Tech cam.

Fig 03: Tech cam internal diagram.

Fig 04: A Date With Judy.

Fig 05: Rear Window. Fig 06: misleading label.
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arranged in such a way as to enhance the 
illusion of three-dimensional space.

Even Technicolor’s goal of accurately 
reproduced color was subject to aesthetic 
evaluation. Herbert Kalmus’ acid test was 
accuracy in the copying of flesh tones, 
the most difficult combination of hues to 
capture.16 But as Technicolor was quick 
to learn, there is no single flesh tone, and 
the eye could readily adjust to inaccurate 
reproduction, depending on the color 
context. “Proper” flesh tones were, like other 
color elements, subject to Technicolor’s 
evolving color code, and by the mid-1940s 
the flesh tones Technicolor preferred were 
warm and darkish, which could better play 
off heavily saturated color surroundings 
without being swallowed up by them. One 
result, wisecracked Otis Ferguson, was a cast 
that often looked like a boatload of tennis 
players from the Canal Zone.17 Another, 
less obvious by-product was the emerging 
popularity of on-screen red-colored hair. 
As a glamour accent, red hair was a natural 
counterbalance to the creamy, achromatic 
ideal of Technicolor skin. It was the one hair 
color that had been made invisible in black-
and-white, and, even better, it accentuated 
the vividness of Technicolor’s reds. By the 
mid-1940s, flaming redheads, preferably 
suntanned, were much in demand. This was 
the era of Rita Hayworth, Rhonda Fleming, 
Danny Kaye, Maureen O’Hara, Red Skelton, 
Lucille Ball, Virginia Mayo, and [when the 
occasion called for her to tint] Deborah Kerr 
[Fig 08]. In Life With Father, the unspoken 
drollery is that the entire Clarence Day 
family is red-haired, including the four  
sons and their parents, Irene Dunne, and 
William Powell. 

The preoccupation with flesh tones, which 
several color theorists have argued amounted 
to an ideology, leads to fascinators. James 
Peterson and others have even argued that 
the deeply saturated look of Technicolor 
was a consequence of overcompensating for 
keying on white flesh.18

But more than creating an aesthetic 
environment for human flesh, Technicolor’s 
codes were used to organize space. We can 
now consider how the rules played out in 
practice. 

In this scene from The Robe (Fox, 1953), the 
frame is conceived as a grid, with vivid color 
strips used to stabilize the composition. The 
red textures have also been thematized, the 
Emperor’s royal purple robe is no longer 
purple. Instead, Caligula wears lustrous red 
satin in order to play off the coarse red fabric 
of Jesus’ robe. [Fig 9]

trained, remained firmly in place during 
those last years of three-strip. And their 
enforcement is an important reason that 
Technicolor films sport such a well-defined, 
easily identifiable look.12

For Herbert Kalmus, the engineer, the most 
important rule was the need for accuracy 
in reproduction. But for Natalie Kalmus, 
the trained art student, Technicolor was 
to be built on time-honored principles of 
color harmony, balance, and contrast. Color 
cinematographers and designers, Kalmus 
argued, were obliged to study which hues 
belong with one another. They were to avoid 
foregrounding colors adjacent to each other 
on her color wheel because, she argued, the 
combinations are characterless, too near 
each other to make a significant impression. 
“When one color is placed in front of or 
beside another,” she wrote, “there must be 
enough difference in their hues to separate 
one from the other photographically.” She 
recommends “the judicious use of neutrals” 
as a “foil for vivid color” in order to “lend 
power and interest to the touches of color in 
a scene.”13 In the tradition of the German 
Romantics and, more recently, of New 
York graphic designers like Josef Muller-
Brockmann and Gyorgy Kepes, color 
was to be structured as a set of polarities. 
This became Technicolor’s own version of 
Hollywood’s 180º rule: a scheme of triads 
based on three equidistant colors on the 
wheel, where hues should be either next to 
one another or roughly 30º apart.14

Technicolor also developed firm rules about 
the use of analogous and complementary 
colors, rules governing relationships between 
warm and cool colors, between saturated 
primaries and de-saturated neutrals, and rules 
governing monochromatic and neutral color 
schemes. Strong colors must be treated as 
accents, never overwhelming the composition. 
[Fig 07]

These demo pictures published in a 1950 
photography manual provide a classic 
illustration of Technicolor thinking.15 
What’s wrong with the color combination 
at the bottom is that the yellow background 
drowns the subject in the foreground. In 
the top image, the neutral grey not only 
serves as a foil to the red dress and flesh 
tones, it gives depth to the composition. 
Furthermore, red on yellow is considered 
a discordant combination because both 
colors are considered “strong:” yellow being 
the brightest and most luminous of colors; 
red being the most aggressive. This is the 
language of the typographer and graphic 
designer, where the two-dimensional 
qualities of the image as a graphic design are 

Fig 07: Kodak Color Data Book.

Fig 08: The Lady with the Fire Hair.

Fig 09: The Robe.

Fig 10: King Solomon’s Mines.
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In King Solomon’s Mines (MGM, 1950) Watusi 
warriors’ red and blue check skirts have been 
turned into decorator accents, structured not 
unlike the entertainers’ costumes in Gentlemen 
Prefer Blondes (Fox, 1952) or the stylized stage 
curtains in Scaramouche (MGM, 1952).  
[Fig 10; Fig 11; Fig 12]

Balance is as important as the principle 
of playing isolated “pure” colors against 
transitional background neutrals. Multiple 
mirrors, for instance, seldom if ever work to 
create baroque, noir-style regressions, as they 
do in Citizen Kane or Lady from Shanghai 
where repeated images track back diagonally 
to infinity. Instead, as in How to Marry a 
Millionaire (Fox, 1953), they provide a means 
for reinforcing planimetric grids by generating 
a series of strong vertical stripes along a flat 
plane. [Fig 13]

Another popular tactic was to create balance 
and rhymes by inverting color combinations 
in costumes designed for couples. In Knights 
of the Round Table (MGM, 1953), for 
instance, Arthur and Lancelot divide the 

frame, Lancelot’s tunic reversing the colors 
of Arthur’s. [Fig 14]

Alfred Junge, the costume designer, creates a 
similar inversion when Arthur and his Queen 
Guinevere appear. Particularly in historical 
epics and musicals, the design inversions were 
meant to reinforce links between sweethearts, 
partners, and teammates. [Fig 15]

The variation of the color strip is the color 
accent, what George Hoyingen-Huene, the 
designer for A Star is Born, called “pinpricks” 
of strong primary and secondary colors.19 
[Fig 16] The pinprick gives the composition 
an especially contrived appearance regardless 
of the genre. [Fig 17; Fig 18] Brightly painted 
lips become a natural focal point. [Fig 19] In 
Lili (MGM, 1953) shot glasses on a café table 
provide the stabs of color, but practically any 
small colored object could serve. [Fig 20] In 
Scaramouche, even blood gets turned into a 
decorator highlight. [Fig 21]

The color pinprick was the aspect of 
Technicolor that particularly intrigued 

Fig 18: The Benny Goodman Story. Fig 21: Scaramouche.

Fig 11:  Gentlemen Prefer Blondes.

Fig 12:  Scaramouche.

Fig 13: How to Marry a Millionaire.

Fig 14: Knights of the Round Table.

Fig 15: Knights of the Round Table.

Fig 16: Annie Get Your Gun.

Fig 17: King Solomon’s Mines.

Fig 19: The Red Shoes.

Fig 20: Lili.
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Fig 28: Scaramouche.

Fig 29: The 5000 Fingers of Dr. T.

Fig 30: Gone With The Wind.

Fig 31: She Wore a Yellow Ribbon.

Fig 24: Le Mepris. Fig 27: Scaramouche.

Fig 22: La Chinoise.

Fig 23:  La Chinoise.

Fig 25: Le Mepris.

Fig 26: Scaramouche.

early Godard, a focal point of his parody 
of Hollywood films. [Fig 22; Fig 23] 
Godard’s response to classic Technicolor is 
itself saturated with irony, nostalgia, and 
resentment. The blocks of solid background 
primaries are deliberately transgressive – 
textbook examples of what Technicolor 
warned against. But at the same time, 
Godard’s deeply saturated color accents 
are direct quotations of Technicolor coded 
practice.20 [Fig 24; Fig 25]

Just as obsessive as the saturated accent was 
Technicolor’s idea that background colors 
should harmonize with the principal colors 
in the foreground. Scaramouche provides a 
particularly vivid example, where Charles 
Rosher manages to find color rhymes and 
harmonies in practically every scene. [Fig 26; 
Fig 27; Fig 28]

A typical example: when Stewart Granger 
finds Janet Leigh in her rose garden, the 
camera frames Granger, costumed in a 
plum-colored coat, with red roses. In the 
reverse-angle shot, Leigh, outfitted in a white 

wig and white muslin gown, is framed beside 
the white roses. Then the two-shot, for a full 
view of the matching ensemble.

Nighttime scenes had their own Technicolor 
codes derived from the mid-30s. In the days 
when Technicolor required the greatest 
quantities of light, real shadows were avoided 
as much as possible because they registered 
as gaping black holes, patches of black that 
devoured the gray scale. The solution was 
to light a scene as evenly as possible and 
then work with color filters to create the 
appropriate nocturnal mood – soft blues – or 
sunset reds for romance. Lurid oranges with 
patches of turquoise and blue were used to 
represent eerie and uncanny night scenes. 
[Fig 29; Fig 30; Fig 31]

By the early 50s, Technicolor ASAs had 
improved sufficiently that real shadows were 
routinely used. But by now the convention 
had been thoroughly codified. Throughout 
the decade, Hollywood still depended heavily 
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domestic competitor, Ansco film, secured 
an exclusive contract with MGM, and with 
the release of The Wild North in March 
1952 actually beat Eastman to the gate in 
exhibiting the first Hollywood monopack 
feature.22 But by the end of 1954, after the 
last stragglers had finally returned their 
Technicolor cameras, Ansco was out of the 
movie business, and through the rest of the 
decade Eastman provided the color negative 
to all the major studios and virtually all the 
independents.

Few comparable revolutions have gone so 
utterly unnoticed. Although studios were 
[secretly] signing contracts for Eastman 
Color film as early as winter 1949 [in secret 
so as not to jeopardize their relationship 
with Technicolor], the first features would 
not be released for another two-and-a-
half years. Eastman was using the time to 
install equipment in studio labs and train 
studio technicians at Warner Brothers, Fox, 
and Columbia – the first studios to adopt 
Eastman color – on how to process and print 
the new negative.23 Testing took the form of 
seminars and filming short subjects, released 
without ceremony. And when the Eastman 
system was finally introduced into the feature 
market – in April 1952 as a low budget 
Warner Brothers western called The Lion and 
the Horse – Eastman’s name was nowhere to 
be found.

Pursuant to the settlement of its 1948 
anti-trust suit with the Justice Department, 
Eastman originally did no processing of its 
own film, and permitted the studios and 
labs to re-label the process as they saw fit. 
So, The Lion and the Horse was released “in 
WarnerColor,” just as Fox subsequently 
released color films in “Deluxe,” Columbia in 
Columbia Color, and M-G-M, after it gave 
up on Ansco, in “MetroColor.”24 But all this 
meant was that studios and independent labs 
were developing Eastman film themselves 
rather than sending it out to Eastman or 
Technicolor for processing.

When the prints from Eastman negative were 
made by Technicolor [as with Warners’ A 
Star is Born and virtually all the Paramounts 
shot in VistaVision], only Technicolor’s name 
appeared as the color source – in the opening 
credits, in film trailers, and sometimes on 
theatre marquees. Audiences rarely saw 
Eastman’s name except on low budget 
productions when Eastman’s lab finally 
agreed to print films that the smaller studios 
could not afford to develop themselves.

Yet, if it sailed in under the radar, the 
Eastman revolution was real and its effects 
far reaching. Within two years of its debut, 
Hollywood crossed its color Rubicon and 
the dye was cast. By 1954, virtually all 

upon those color filter codes long after they 
were no longer technically required. [Fig 32]

These, then, were some of the grand clichés 
of classic Technicolor and they continued 
to exercise a powerful hold over Hollywood 
even after the era of 3-strip color ended. 
It was a highly disciplined color system, 
made possible by skilled craft departments 
equipped to coordinate their activities in 
order to ensure a readily identifiable look. 
The system crossed generic boundaries, a 
structural part of Technicolor’s transcendent 
look. The structural formulas were applied 
equally to war pictures, musicals, noir films 
about criminal insanity, comedies, social 
allegories, westerns, horror films, nostalgic 
Americana, and adventure pictures set in 
far-off lands.

Scott Higgins has forcefully counter-argued 
for the versatility of the Technicolor aesthetic 
as it grew from the Thirties. In his close 
examination of five seminal Technicolor 
films, he stresses the rapid multiplication of 
stylistic precedents established in such films 
as Trail of the Lonesome Pine, The Adventures 
of Robin Hood, and Written on the Wind to 
illustrate the flexibility of Kalmus’ color 
theory.21 For Higgins, Kalmus’ strictures 
operate as a set of broad guide lines rather 
than strict rules. But the atmosphere of 
exploration that Higgins finds in the 1930s 
is difficult to locate by the early 1950s. 
The aesthetic strategies sharply narrow as 
Technicolor’s production career comes to an 
end. The rapid growth of stylistic precedents 
that accumulate in 3-strip’s formative years 
result not in greater range in design, but, as 
we have seen, in an increasingly entrenched 
set of color rules. Innovative Technicolor 
films continue to be made. But, particularly 
after the war, such innovation is perceived as 
a self-conscious reaction against an ingrained 
system, not part of the system itself. The 
famous iconoclastic works such as Ford’s She 
Wore A Yellow Ribbon and The Quiet Man, 
Huston’s Moulin Rouge, and Sirk’s Magnificent 
Obsession were either produced abroad where 
filmmakers were given more latitude in 
experimenting with Technicolor, or at home 
in open defiance of Technicolor policy.

At the start of the 50s, however, powerful 
new alternatives to the Technicolor 
aesthetic emerge that revitalize the debate, 
as studios and directors take direct control 
of the color processes.

This became possible because of the advent 
of Eastman Color single-strip negative 
and printing film stock. With practically 
no fanfare, but with meticulous planning 
and extraordinary discretion, Eastman 
commandeered the manufacture of color 
motion picture film negative. Its single 

Fig 32: Quo Vadis.

Fig 33: shallow focus in Scaramouche.

Fig 34: deep focus in Written on the Wind.

Fig 35: deep focus in Written on the Wind.

Fig 36: matte in Scaramouche.
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those vivid accents and the large blocks of 
solids. Brilliant ruby reds – Technicolor’s 
signature – become virtually taboo. In their 
place, contemporary films – even musicals 
– tended to be dominated by pale color 
schemes, either neutrals such as taupe, gray, 
or beige; pastels; or lightened primaries like 
peach, glacier blues, pinks, and chartreuse.
[Fig 40]

As illustrated in this scene from East of Eden, 
when there were accents, the pinpricks were 
seldom bold or brilliant. At best they might 
be pastels; but more often they were diluted 
dirty colors – pale yellows, oranges, and 

white picture, or in a radio show. But in the 
rich glare of Technicolor, all its rental-library 
characteristics are doubly jarring.”27 Color 
itself is the issue for Agee; it never occurs 
to him that Technicolor coding might be 
the problem. Color itself is wrong for social 
realism and acute personal drama.

But in the 50s, not only did color come to the 
modern world. Domestic melodrama – the 
quintessential black-and-white genre of the 
40s – became the new cutting edge for color 
experimentation. Although the sudden surge 
in color westerns at the start of the decade 
meant that, numerically, Eastman Color 
westerns far outnumbered so-called women 
pictures in color, by the time the studios 
hit their stride in developing their own 
color aesthetic, the new lords of color were 
the melodramatists: Sirk, Minnelli, John 
Huston, Otto Preminger, George Cukor, 
and Fritz Lang – directors who quickly 
created signature styles, while dramatically 
broadening the range of color applications to 
narrative.28 At the same time younger Turks 
[Elia Kazan and Nicholas Ray in particular] 
collaborated with their cinematographers 
to create color experiments of their own. 
Minnelli is an especially interesting case 
because he had been the leading director of 
Technicolor musicals in the 40s, and then 
with Ansco and Eastman Color created a 
brand new color style for his 50s melodramas 
– notably Lust for Life, Tea and Sympathy, 
and above all in his masterpiece Some Came 
Running.29

The Technicolor codes did not suddenly 
evaporate. Particularly in the early 
transitional years, expensive CinemaScope 
and VistaVision spectacles faithfully followed 
the Technicolor formulas, making their color 
designs all but indistinguishable from the 
Kalmus model [the widescreen illustrations 
I have used from The Robe, Knights of 
the Round Table, and How To Marry a 
Millionaire, all shot on Eastman Color or 
Ansco, are classic examples of Technicolor 
practice being used verbatim during the 
new regime].30 But, by the mid-1950s, 
conspicuous shifts appear.

Color plots become noticeably more 
Expressionistic, while color associations are 
now built not just with the fantastical, but 
with the drab, the commonplace, or simply 
non-heroic. What are the most appropriate 
colors for ordinary, non-glamorous people? 
How do you represent colorless or harsh 
environments in color – oil fields, factories, 
brothels, steel mills – without making them 
pretty, picturesque, or contrived? [Fig 37; 
Fig 38; Fig 39]

The color palettes themselves become 
noticeably less saturated, dispensing with 

Hollywood color films were shot in Eastman 
Color negative. And as far as Eastman was 
concerned, studios could do with their stock 
whatever they wanted.

For the studios, the most conspicuous 
advantages were practical: color movies 
suddenly became significantly cheaper 
to produce and easier to make. The most 
conspicuous advantage of Eastman Color 
was that it eliminated the need for the 
bulky Technicolor camera. As a single 
strip of film, it could fit into any 35mm 
camera and did not even require Eastman 
processing. Eastman also had a considerably 
higher rating than Technicolor – by 1955, 
somewhere around 50, more than half-again 
the speed of the most up-to-date Technicolor 
film [and by the end of the decade a 
whopping 125 and 160 ratings for its two 
high speed stocks].25 Deep focus in color had 
at last become possible. We may compare, for 
instance, the maximum focal length possible 
in Technicolor from Scaramouche where 
Charles Rosher has only five or six feet to 
play with, and the focal length Russell Metty 
can achieve a year or two later in Written on 
the Wind (Universal, 1957) so that Sirk can 
stage in depth. The shot in the Sirk film starts 
with Robert Stack coming out of a distant 
hallway door and ends with him sitting a few 
feet from the camera. And because of the 
recovered depth of field, filmmakers could 
free themselves of contrived process shots, 
necessary in Technicolor when filmmakers 
wanted to simulate depth of field. [Fig 33; 
Fig 34; Fig 35; Fig 36]

The implications of this shift, all but 
unnoticed amidst the hoopla about wide 
screen, were enormous. Precisely because it 
had been so expensive, color had previously 
been reserved for special categories of 
films: musicals, historical romances, and 
swashbucklers – genres that accounted for 
less than 10% of Hollywood’s output.26 The 
other staples – family melodrama, westerns, 
comedies, crime films, sci-fi, and war films 
– had almost always stayed in black and 
white. The rule of thumb: reality was meant 
for black-and-white; color indicated fantasy. 
Unless the locale was exotic – say Hong 
Kong, Korea, Ireland, or Niagara Falls – 
any film set in the contemporary world was 
also shot in black and white. It was in fact 
one function of Technicolor to make even 
impoverished settings, like Florida’s scrub 
country in The Yearling, appear romantic 
and unreal. James Agee’s review of Leave 
Her to Heaven, the first of only two noir 
films ever shot in Technicolor, is revealing. 
Agee thought the color a mistake, making 
the narrative look superficial. He wrote, 
“The story’s central idea might be plausible 
enough in a dramatically lighted black and 

Fig 37: drab colour in River No Return.

Fig 38: drab colour in The High and  
The Mighty.

Fig 39: drab colour in Giant.

Fig 40: East of Eden.
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Fig 41: The Searchers.

Fig 42: Color reaction graph from  
Popular Mechanics.

Fig 43: Selling Color to People (1956)

duress, it’s unsurprising that the leading 
directors would suddenly want to search for 
color’s melodramatic possibilities.

The idea that colors have emotional values 
that an artist may manipulate is a very old 
one that extends at least to Goethe, the 
German Romantics, and the Theosophists. 
Kalmus herself intertwined color’s emotional 
power with its symbolic associations [i.e., 
“Yellow and gold symbolize wisdom, light, 
fruition… but also deceit, jealousy, [and] 
inconstancy in its darker shades, particularly 
when tinged with green.… Magenta is very 
distinctly materialistic. It is showy, arrogant, 
and vain.”]33

But by the start of the 1950s the 
psychological claims for color had grown 
even more extravagant. Among psychologists 
themselves there was [and remains] common 
agreement that color has neither an absolute 
perceptual base nor an absolute emotional 
meaning.34 But professional skepticism 
notwithstanding, fascination with color 
psychology reached across a broad range 
of technical, and popular journals. It can 
be argued, in fact, that the 50s became the 
last decade in which the public shared a 
widespread interest in color theory, color 
therapy and color ideology. In the sciences, 
the medical profession acted directly on 
many such claims. For the first time, color 
was installed in hospital rooms to speed 
recovery: red chambers for depressives, yellow 
for hysterical paralytics, blue for the violent.35 
Doctors experimented with prescribing 
green or blue eyeglasses for patients suffering 
certain nervous disorders. [Fig 42]

Hospital clinics replaced white with bluish 
green surgical smocks and theatre walls 
on the grounds that it helped improve the 
concentration of doctors. In the medicine 

browns, or mottled green. It’s tempting to 
see Goya, Corot, and Murillo, the masters of 
muted color schemes, as the new color gods. 
[Fig 41]

Intertwined with the dirtier palettes were 
other experiments to deglamorize color. As 
early as 1956, Oswald Morris was using hand-
held color cameras to explore the atmospheric 
possibilities of high-speed color film for the 
whale hunts and typhoon sequences in Moby 
Dick.31 And towards the end of the decade, 
cinematographers like Floyd Crosby and 
Haskell Wexler, shooting exploitation movies 
for Roger Corman and Russ Meyer, were 
using those grainier stocks for the full length 
of their low-budget features.

But particularly noticeable are the new claims 
being made for color. Kalmus’ statements in 
her writing and in her practice at Technicolor 
derive entirely from a decorator’s perspective, 
arguments for harmonies, restraint, and 
balance. Color design for her is a cinematic 
element that must please the eye. The new 
thinking is that color, particularly as it is 
applied to family and social melodrama, 
must be re-conceptualized. The consistent 
note struck in interviews with Sirk, 
Preminger, George Cukor, and – overseas 
– with Renoir and Max Ophüls, is that 
color must be expressive. These directors 
grow interested in deliberately discordant or 
arbitrary color combinations, taking colors 
out of familiar contexts in order to draw 
attention to them.

Sirk in particular, had great ambitions for 
color in melodrama. When properly applied, 
he claimed, color had therapeutic, healing 
power. It could be used to manipulate the 
emotions as effectively as music – help 
generate tears, soothe, and exhilarate.32 And 
in a genre often synonymous with emotional 

cabinet, pills and capsules were color 
coded to improve identification. Children’s 
medicine was being colored to help create 
emotional associations with candy.

Working along similar lines, school boards 
experimented with yellow chalk on green 
blackboards, while in factories engineers  
were painting colors onto moving machine 
parts to diminish fatigue and improve 
industrial safety.36

And where science and psychology led, 
could business enterprise not follow, seeing 
in color a hidden persuader with mysterious 
psychic power? A new profession emerged: the 
color engineer who could be hired to show 
department stores, magazine publishers, retail 
manufacturers, the appliance industry, and 
supermarkets how to increase sales.37 [Fig 43]

Detroit hired color designers too, on the 
same theory that color made cars more 
alluring and more sensuous. By the mid-50s 
the all-black car was all but dead, according 
to Business Week, with sales down from 25% 
in 1950 to less than 5% in 1955. The country 
had entered the era of the two-tone, cherry 
red, and angel white.38 [Fig 44]

Perhaps inevitably, color entered the realm 
of clinical psychology where, it was claimed, 
personalities could be categorized according 
to color preferences. This notion had already 
penetrated the popular press by the end of 
the First World War, but by the 1950s had 
been incorporated into various psychology 
tests.39 [Fig 45]
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Fig 44: Fitting Personality to Color. Popular Mechanics, Feb 1950.

Fig 45: Color preferences of blondes versus brunettes.  
Faber Birren, Selling Color to People (1956)

Fig 46: The Caine Mutiny. Fig 47: The Caine Mutiny.

Fig 48: Written on the Wind.

Fig 49: Written on the Wind.

Fig 50: Casanova’s Big Night.

Fig 51: Casanova’s Big Night.

It was in this atmosphere that film directors, 
assuming that color would soon be as 
pervasive as it was inevitable, cast about for 
new color applications in their films.

In Ivan the Terrible’s color sequences, 
Eisenstein had already experimented with 
Expressionist colors to hint at inner states of 
mind, drawing directly on Disney’s early color 
experiments in his Silly Symphonies series.40 
In the 50s Hollywood started creating color 
mood swings of its own. When Captain 
Queeg panics during a typhoon in The Caine 
Mutiny (Columbia, 1954), red/blue color 
shifts indicate danger/fear. [Fig 46; Fig 47]

When playboy Robert Stack tells Lauren 
Bacall about the psychic damage his sister 
has caused him in Written on the Wind;  
the light on his face turns reddish.  
[Fig 48; Fig 49]

By the mid-50s, Expressionist color effects 
were common enough that they became 
subject to parody. Norman McLeod 
acknowledged the convention’s cartoon origins 
in a Bob Hope comedy called Casanova’s Big 
Night (Paramount, 1954), turning the fake 
Casanova’s face red and then purple as he is 
being strangled. [Fig 50; Fig 51]
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In Bell, Book, and Candle (Columbia, 1958) 
we learn that Kim Novak is a witch when 
with the help of color filters her face turns 
frost blue. [Figs 52; Fig 53]

But it is John Huston who develops this 
line the furthest in Moulin Rouge (Romulus, 
1952) when Toulouse-Lautrec returns to 
his garret with the idea of killing himself. 
The scene calls for the painter to climb out 
of his depression without uttering a word 
as he wanders around his room, turns on a 
gas lamp, and then sits in a chair waiting to 
die. He gazes up at an unfinished painting 
(La Goulu) and, distracted from his suicide 
attempt, reaches for his paints to color in the 
final details. [Fig 54; Fig 58]

The gas lamp, a source of artificial light that 
he opens to poison himself, is connected to 
the clinically “unhealthy” color combinations 
of harsh blues, greens, and pinks. But as 
Toulouse-Lautrec starts to contemplate his 
painting, unnatural filter combinations give 
way to the brighter, sanative palette of the 
artist’s own work [bright yellows, vibrant 
reds, pure greens] which in turn seems 
to draw out the natural light of the sun. 
Morning sunlight falls on his paints and his 
easel, finally flooding his garret with natural, 
refreshing light.

In Lola Montes, Ophüls works out a 
similar scheme of clinically jarring color 
combinations in the phantasmagorical circus 
sequences to capture Lola’s response to her 
commercial objectification.

But this strain of expressive color was only 
one of several directions in which 50s color 
went. By the end of the decade, using colors 
to set the tone of a scene had become a 
commonplace. Huston and Oswald Morris 
famously muted the colors in Moby Dick by 
superimposing a black and white negative 
over a desaturated color master to create a 
somber scheme devoid of reds and yellows.41 
The effect – highlighting steel greys and mud 
browns – was meant to externalize Ahab’s 
monomania by extending the bleak tone to 
the severity of nineteenth century whaling 
life.[Fig 59]

Fig 58: sun in Moulin Rouge.

Fig 55: suicide blue in Moulin Rouge.

Fig 54: gaslight in Moulin Rouge.

Fig 56: La Goulu in Moulin Rouge.

Fig 57: pink in Moulin Rouge.

Fig 59: Moby Dick.

Fig 53: Bell, Book, and Candle.

Fig 52: Bell, Book, and Candle.
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But directors were also foregrounding colors 
that did not provide clues to, or mirror, the 
psychological states of the character, or even 
reinforce in any obvious way the tone of a 
scene. William Wellman’s Track of the Cat 
provides the extreme example. Although 
shot in color, Track of the Cat was processed 
entirely without hue and saturation except 
for the pinprick of Robert Mitchum’s red 
woolen coat. The effect is to suggest an 
obscure allegory, putting into the spotlight 
an otherwise non-signifying garment worn 
by a supporting character, the protagonist’s 
brutish older brother. [Fig 60]. Although still 
operating within the context of a narrative 
film, Wellman’s red color spot challenges 
what Edward Branigan has called “the 
tyranny of the center of the frame” achieving 
a certain formal independence highly 
unusual in Hollywood films – competing 
for attention with the narrative focal point 
by wandering off to the margins. The red 
becomes a non-narrative element that 
neither enhances Barthes’ ‘reality effect’ 
nor makes any obvious psychological point. 
Self-conscious and mannered, Track of the 
Cat is the closest Hollywood gets, as best I 
can determine, in opening the gap between 
color and object.42

Meanwhile, Elia Kazan and his 
cinematographer Ted McCord devised a 
highly unorthodox color plot for Kazan’s 
first color film, East of Eden, built around 
principles of what may be called “psycho-
chromatics,” the arresting idea that some 
colors, like human behavior, contain 
opposing and conflicting impulses, 
depending upon context. For Kazan, the 
Oedipal director par excellence, green became 
the master color, an integral part of the 
psychological texture of the film. [Fig 61]

Green is sometimes considered the great 
neutral, the color of repose, of pacifism. But 
it is also connected with envy. It combines 
associations of growth, with immaturity – 
the refusal to grow up. [Fig 62]

In our culture it is also the color of money 
and luck. But above all for Kazan, it contains 
the associations with both rebirth – freshness 
– and decay, sickness [“green around the 
gills”], weakness. And the final scene is keyed 
to absorb all those contradictions. Whereas 
the color plots of Technicolor musicals and 
swashbucklers tended to culminate in festive 
kaleidoscopic pageantry, East of Eden ends 
in monochrome – in a room, seen only at 
the end of the film, dominated by luminous 
green walls, unevenly lit and crossed with 
achromatic, graded shadows for an eerie, 

Fig 60: Track of the Cat.

Fig 61: East of Eden.

Fig 62: East of Eden.
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iridescent effect. Raymond Massey, James 
Dean’s father, is dying, disillusioned and 
alone, while Dean, as his son Cal, tries his 
best to tend to him. [Fig 63]

Kazan called the green room “death’s 
version of [the old man’s] valley,” the color of 
vegetation turned into sea-green sickness.43 
But the room is also the nacreous site of Cal’s 
reconciliation with his father, and Abra’s 
reconciliation with Cal.

With East of Eden we enter a phase of color 
development in Hollywood film where 
colors can be indexical, iconic, or simply tied 
to their symbolic function in a particular 
culture. But I want to end on perhaps the 
most interesting colorist of all: Douglas Sirk 
who, along with his cinematographer, Russell 
Metty, created an utterly transgressive color 
system. The melodramatic style that has 
made him the favorite of directors ranging 
from Fassbinder and John Waters to Quentin 
Tarantino and Pedro Almodovar is grounded 
in his quirky relationship to his material. 
In a famous sequence from All That Heaven 
Allows (Universal, 1955) widow Jane Wyman 
is in her bedroom getting ready for a dinner 
date with a middle-age admirer when her two 
college age kids drop in to visit. [Fig 64]

The dialogue and blocking suggest a satiric 
scene saturated in irony. Wyman’s daughter 
Kay [Gloria Talbot] plops herself down 
on her mother’s queen size bed, solemnly 
lecturing her mother on Freud and the sexual 
anxieties that accompany aging, only to be 
startled when mom appears, prepared for a 
date, bare-shouldered in red. Kay recovers, 
mindful that modern society no longer buries 
widows with their dead husbands as they 
did in ancient Egypt. Mother, older and 
wiser, murmurs her doubts about the modern 
world’s acceptance of liberated widows.

But how to connect Russell Metty’s stylized 
blocks of color and all that odd back lighting 

Fig 63: East of Eden.

Fig 64: All That Heaven Allows.

Fig 65: All That Heaven Allows.
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to the conversation? The blue swatches feel 
entirely cut off from the referenced world, 
operating entirely within the framework of 
what Karla Oeler has called genre pastiche.44 
The scene starts with a close-up of a mirror, 
the most traditional trope for artistic 
mimesis. But as Oeler has argued in a much 
different context, genre pastiche does not 
believe in direct mimesis, and here the mirror 
introduces a scene defined by layer upon layer 
of self-reflexivity. [Fig 65]

The colors operate to create a self-contained 
Camp universe where, to use Sontag’s 
language, everything is now bracketed off 
in quotation marks. The room becomes “the 
room;” the self-important daughter “the 
daughter.” Most remarkably, light itself – 
especially the blue filtered light that streams 
from the window when Jane Wyman opens 
the shutters – is “light” only in an approximate 
sense – an approximation of sunlight and an 
approximation of reading light.

It would be one thing if this were black and 
white film and the back lighting that casts 
the two women into shadows and silhouettes 
created simply a sinister, noirish atmosphere, 
appropriate to the talk about tombs and 
suffocating social pressure. But the color adds 
a perversely playful aspect to the display. The 
unnatural blue, red, and gold filters turning 
this 50s home and garden suburban bedroom 
into something bizarre, vibrant, and strange.

I have yet to discuss Minnelli, who in his 
1950s films represents, along with Sirk, 
the outer limits of what Hollywood could 
do with liberating color from narrative 
restraints, setting the stage for the brilliant 
international colorists of the 60s – Godard, 
Antonioni, Resnais, and Ozu. But perhaps 
the essay has already provided a glimpse 
of what remains to be done in assessing 
Hollywood’s own color revolution.

Highly respected film scholar Russell Merritt 
PhD is Adjunct Professor of Film Studies at 
the University of California, Berkeley (USA), 
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styles and genre; and animation with special 
concentration on the works of Disney.
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anywhere near 600 pounds but it surely tipped the 
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component of camera blimps….  Huston and Jack Cardiff 
shot most of The African Queen with an unblimped 
camera and the dialog was looped in London.”
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Crying in Colour: How Hollywood Coped wHen TeCHniColour died

 Cf. Sirk to Stern in Bright Lights, op. cit.: “Throughout 
my pictures I employ a lighting which is not naturalistic. 
Often the window will be here and the light from there. 
With color, too, I did this, to attain a lighting that is 
almost Surrealistic. As Brecht has said, never forget that 
this is not reality…. The distancation must be there… You 
have to shoot it through a dialectic.”


